LONG-TERM GOAL

Develop environmentally adaptive sonar concepts for autonomous underwater vehicle networks for detection and classification of proud and buried targets in very shallow water.

OBJECTIVES

The objective of this sub-project is to develop the fundamental technology for operating multiple autonomous underwater vehicles in a coordinated, cooperative manner within the AOSN framework, with application to mine countermeasures and rapid environmental assessment in shallow and very shallow water. Specifically, this component of GOATS explores the potential of Concurrent Mapping and Localization (CML) using onboard sonar systems to navigate a fleet of cooperating AUVs in unmapped environments.

APPROACH

The development of GOATS (Generic Ocean Array Technology Sonar) is a highly interdisciplinary effort, involving experiments, and theory and model development in advanced acoustics, signal processing, and robotics. The center piece of the research effort is the GOATS'2000 Joint Research Program (JRP) conducted by SACLANTCEN and MIT with ONR support, which was scheduled to finish in Aug. 2001, but which has been extended with 5 years, formally incorporated in the SACLANTCEN Program of Work. Building on the experience of the highly successful GOATS'98 pilot experiment [2] and the GOATS’2000 experiment, the JRP continues with a series of experiments, with the two major ones being planned for 2002 and 2004, and modeling and simulation work to explore the potential of autonomous underwater vehicle networks as platforms for new sonar concepts exploring the full 3-D acoustic environment of VSW. The modeling effort is centered around the OASES environmental acoustic modeling framework developed at MIT [1,4]. OASES is a widely distributed suite of models covering a variety of ocean waveguide and source/receiver representations. Thus, the most recent developments are computational modules for full wave theory modeling of mono-and bistatic reverberation in shallow water waveguides. In collaboration with SACLANTCEN the waveguide reverberation code OASSP has been modified to consistently model the mono- and bistatic...
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reverberation from interface roughness and seabed volume inhomogeneities in azimuthally symmetric sonar scenarios [6]. Another module, OASES-3D provides wave-theory modeling of the full 3-D acoustic environment associated with mono- and bi-static configurations in VSW with aspect-dependent targets and reverberation features [3,4]. OASES-3D incorporates environmental acoustic features specifically associated with bi-static sonar concepts in shallow water, including aspect-dependent target models, seabed porosity, and scattering from anisotropic seabed roughness such as sand ripples. The validation of these models is one of the major objectives of the GOATS JRP with SACLANTCEN.

In addition to the acoustic research, the continuation of GOATS involves a significant effort addressing the fundamental robotics issues associated with the collaborative operation of multiple autonomous underwater vehicles in shallow water, including navigation, inter-platform acoustic communication, and adaptive, cooperative behavior. Specifically the current effort explores the development of Concurrent Mapping and Localization (CML) algorithms for networks of AQUV-s, and the implementation of efficient inter-vehicle acoustic communication protocols enabling the cooperative behavior which is crucial to the implementation of the GOATS concept.

WORK COMPLETED

GOATS’2002 Experiment

The main component of the FY02 effort was the planning and execution of the BP-02/MASAI-02 experiments, carried out jointly with SACLANTCEN under the International Cooperation on AUV Technology Joint Research Program. MIT participated in the BP-02 (Battlefield Preparation) Rapid Environmental Assessment (REA) experiment, May 25-June 2, 2002, and the MASAI-02 Multi-AUV Cooperative and Adaptive Detection and Classification of Buried Targets experiment, June 4-June 18, 2002.

Figure 1: MASAI-02: Caribou Odyssey III AUV ready for launch, with R/V Alliance in background
Objectives

The objective of the MIT component of BP-02/MASAI-02 was to develop the fundamental technology enabling the use of multiple, cooperating AUV’s for autonomous, concurrent detection and classification of proud and buried targets using low-frequency, bottom-penetrating synthetic aperture sonar technology. The main objective of this research is the development SAS processing of sonar signals recorded concurrently by mono- and bi-static apertures, and the associated auto-focusing. Other enabling technology that were be tested and demonstrated are new navigation and communication technology for multiple Autonomous Underwater Vehicles performing cooperative surveys. Specifically the MIT components of BP-02/MASAI-02 attempted to demonstrate the field performance of new Concurrent Mapping and Localization (CML) algorithms currently being developed at MIT. The acoustic communication effort demonstrated inter-vehicle acoustic communication for coordinated seabed surveys using a mono-static synthetic aperture sonar on one ASUV and a video camera on the other. The final objective was to demonstrate autonomous, adaptive vehicle behavior based on real-time onboard processing of sonar data, with one or both vehicles being adaptively redirected based on on-board, conventional and SAS processing. Even though all of these objectives were not met completely, significant progress was made in all areas.

Equipment

The original plan was to deploy three AUV’s in BP-02/MASAI-02, with up to two being deployed concurrently for dual-vehicle mission tests, but the second of two new Bluefin Odyssey-III AUVs was not completed in time due to delay in funding. As a result, MIT deployed only two AUVs. The main AUV platform was be a new, modular Odyssey III, Caribou, recently acquired from Bluefin Robotics by MIT. It was operated with two different payload sections, one being an Edgetech combined SSS-SBP sonar, and the other being a SAS sonar system consisting of interchangeable nose-mounted 2x8-element and 1x16-element nose arrays built at SACLANTCEN, and center payload section containing a dedicated data acquisition system and an Edgetech 4-16kHz SSB profiler source used as active element. The source is re-configurable to provide 2-sided, insonification grazing angles in the range 20-90 degrees.

As a second vehicle MIT operated a refurbished Odyssey II, Xanthos. This vehicle was equipped with a video camera. The two vehicles operated the same new vehicle control software, MOOS, currently being developed at MIT. They also operated the same navigation and communication hardware and were therefore interchangeable in regard to all the navigation and communication work planned for MASAI-02.
Operation

The AUVs were operated by a team of engineers from Bluefin Robotics and the MIT Sea Grant AUV Laboratory. The main difference in operation procedure from earlier GOATS experiments was the use of the aft bridge of Alliance as operations center for all MIT AUV operations. This was made possible by the new MOOS operating system allowing full remote radio programming and control of the AUVs. In earlier experiments all operations were conducted from MSL, without visual contact with the vehicles, not even on the surface. The use of the aft bridge provided a much more efficient operational environment, and towards the end of the experiment missions could be turned around in very short time, and a total of more than 500 dives were completed by the MIT team during BP-02 and MASAI-02, most of them short, but for the type of AUV research performed by MIT, focusing on the developing the fundamental technology, many short missions in rapid succession is crucial.

The early part of the cruise was hampered by rough seas and windy conditions in Framura, and only one half day of full operations was achieved during the first week of MASAI-02, June 4. SACLANTCEN was requested to obtain clearance for Biodola Bay, Elba. The clearance was given for June 7 and onwards. Two and a half days of operations were completed in Biodola before conditions improved, and Alliance returned to Framura to resume scheduled operation June 10. The clearance for Biodola required all equipment and Alliance to be out of the bay by 1900 each day, which affected operations somewhat. Specifically, the acoustic navigation and communication network had to be redeployed every morning, and re-calibrated. However, the decision to go to Elba was the right one from MIT’s point of view. Significant progress was made on both navigation and acoustic communication, as well as on dynamic control of Caribou with the 1x16-element nose array. During the last week in Framura, June 10-17, conditions were excellent and most of the objectives were met. During this entire period, the new BIB GPS tracking system was deployed as well, with the buoys acting as floats for the LBL navigation network.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

MOOS – Mission Oriented Operation Suite

One of the main MIT objectives was the development of the fundamental control algorithms that allows fleets of AUVs to cooperate on adaptive sampling in the ocean environment. A key component of such algorithms is the capability of reacting to socalled 3rd party requests where a process external
to the vehicle control, e.g. one running a sensor system or one running another AUV can request
determines in behavior. These requests can arrive via the internal AUV Ethernet, or via acoustic modems.
Native AUV software, including the one developed by Bluefin Robotics for the Odyssey III vehicle are
in general developed for easy setup of survey patterns, e.g. for side-scan imaging of a large area of seabed, and does not directly support 3rd party requests. Also, for safety and warranty reasons the commercial control software is in general based on a tightly closed architecture, the customization of which is time consuming and expensive, requiring tight cooperation with the manufacturer. As a result, MIT decided in the fall of 2002 to develop a new, open AUV software architecture, MOOS – Mission Oriented Operating Suite with the following characteristics

- An alternative, small and fast source code solution for AUV operation
- Fully distributed, platform independent
- Mission Simulation, Playback and Reprocessing
- On the fly mission task arbitration and scheduling
- 3rd party task invocation - for example
  - via acoustic modem – mission start/stop - redirect
  - From scientific payload – “orbit this area” (if you can)
  - From another vehicle – ‘my survey finished – come take photos”
- Remote control and “at sea” mission specification
- Start MOOS once – processes just “refresh” upon user changes. Very stable.

Since the first line of code was written by the developer, Dr. Paul Newman of MIT, in September 2001, MOOS has been implanted and tested on several different autonomous platforms, including an autonomous surface craft, and Odyssey II AUV, and two different land-robots. After delivery of the new Odyssey III, Caribou, to MIT in Dec. 2001, MOOS was integrated and underwent preliminary tests in late March, 2002 shortly before shipment to the Centre of all MIT equipment, and as a result, MOOS had only about 20 minutes of operation time on Caribou at the beginning of BP-02/MASAI-02. A significant part of the operation time during the experiment was therefore used on advancing the capabilities of MOOS to perform adaptive cooperative behaviors, including the following specific at-sea developments

- Vehicle Control
  - Dynamic control of vehicle with SAS payload--interesting hydrodynamic properties
  - Execution of Survey’s, Zamboni’s, Tracklines, Waypoints
  - Pilot invoked “come home” facility and on surface remote control
- Navigation
  - Closed loop LBL/DVL/Compass navigation
  - Closed loop LBL net sharing for two AUV’s using Xanthos and Caribou
• Acoustic Modem
  o Remote control of vehicle – mission start stop redirect
  o Active, unsolicited remote query of vehicle status – “tell me battery state” etc
  o Broadcast of state – eg “current position is…” or “current task is…..” etc

• Payloads
  o Integration and control of low-frequency SAS payload from other MOOS processes
  o Integration and control of Edgetech SSS/SBP payload.

• Missions
  o Over 500 complete mission executed. Many short (<2 min) but last days average mission time ~ 30 minutes.
  o Each mission was planned, executed and logged without a MOOS restart.
  o Very fast turn around: an ideal research platform

Figure 2. Framura test area with MIT LBL navigation and GIB tracking network.
Navigation

One of the core components of MOOS is the navigation algorithm, fusing several independent navigation sensors into an optimal vehicle navigation involving multiple cooperating platforms. Caribou used an on-board DVL, compass, and GPS (while surfaced), together with a Sonardyne long-baseline acoustic navigation network, deployed in the Framura test area as shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 shows a trajectory with a so called zamboni search pattern by Caribou in an area where many concrete blocks were observed in previous surveys as shown in Fig. 1. The vehicle was using the SBP source with the 2×8 nose array during the survey. The blue track indicates the vehicle navigation using all available sensors, fused by an extended Kalman filter, while the red dots indicate GPS fixes on the surface. The mission started at the easternmost point and ended at the southernmost point. As is obvious from the figure, the vehicle navigation achieved a position uncertainty at the end of the survey of less than one meter. This in spite of the fact that the LBL data were highly contaminated by false triggers generated by the low-frequency SAS system.

Low-frequency SAS Sonar

Another objective of the MIT effort was to test a new low-frequency SAS sonar using the two arrays built by the Centre and mounted in the nose of Caribou. A dedicated acoustic acquisition system has been developed by MIT and integrated in the Odyssey III as shown in Fig. 4.
Figure 4. Low-frequency SAS sonar with nose-mounted 2x8 element array and acquisition payload with 4-20 kHz SBP source and 16-channel DSP acquisition system.

The new SAS system developed at MIT has the following characteristics:

- 16 Array Input Channels, 100 KHz Sampling
- Simultaneous 16-Channel Sigma-Delta A/D Conversion
- Texas Instruments C6701 Floating-Point DSP
- Integrated 230 KHz D/A Converter
- 200-Watt, 4-24 KHz Acoustic Source
- Adjustable 20-70 Degrees from Horizontal in 5 Degree Increments
- 233 MHz Pentium Host CPU Board with Ethernet
- 30 GB Ultra DMA/100 Hard Disk for Real-Time Data Storage
- Time Tags Using GPS-Synchronized Rubidium Oscillator

The SAS sonar was integrated into Caribou and the MOOS software architecture before and during the cruise,

- Fully Integrated Odyssey-III Payload Section
  - Power and Ethernet Connectivity to Main Vehicle
- Full Software Integration with MOOS on Main Vehicle
  - Startup/Shutdown/Real-Time Status
  - MOOS-consistent file names
  - Real-Time Control of Sonar Parameters
  - Start/Stop Acquisition
  - Source Ping Rate
  - Sampling Period
    - Automatic Sharing of Real-Time Processed Data
• Target Acquisitions/Tracking
• Adaptive Vehicle Control via Third-Party Requests
  o Real-Time Detection/Classification Algorithm on Host CPU

The new sonar system and its software integration was tested extensively during the cruise, with the results summarized as follows

• Collected Sonar Data on Eight Separate Days
  o Approximately 20 GB of Data from 70 Missions
• No Significant Hardware Failures
• Proved Real-Time Mine Detection From an AUV is a Viable Concept
  o Successfully ran real-time, autonomous detection algorithm

*Concurrent Mapping and Localization*

Sonar data is not easy to interpret. Reliable, sonar based perception is crucial if AUVs are to perform high level tasks. Based on empirical evidence, many AI researchers advocate passing data through a series of specialized functions, each extracting/searching for a specific physically inspired characteristic or modality in the data. Edge detection and velocity estimation using Doppler shifts are typical examples.

Building on stochastic mapping with working memory, a form of Concurrent Mapping and Localization (CML) in development at MIT that allows delayed decision making and partially observable feature mapping, we have been developing a sequence of steps appropriate for sonar perception. At the various stages, beam forming, matched filtering, applying binary geometric constraints, applying dynamic constraints, applying target strength constraints, and Mahalanobis testing are performed.

**RESULTS**

CML has been successfully demonstrated using sonar in the MIT testing tank. In the example shown in Fig. 5, a robot performed CML using a curved object at an unknown location. On the left is the Cartesian projection of raw sonar data. In the middle, the range components of those measurements are plotted as a function of time. On the left, the robot’s measurement groupings are shown. These groupings were sufficient for CML.
A similar approach is currently being applied to process the GOATS 2002/MASAI-02 data, examples of which are shown in Fig. 6. At present, the system is limited to roll and pitch stabilized vehicles, but the equations for target tracking from a six degree of freedom vehicle is being derived. With the high quality GOATS data shown below, it should be straightforward to extract measurement sets like those shown above.

![Figure 6](image)

*Figure 6. Examples of SAS data collected during MASAI-02, with associated detections. The first three arrivals in both datasets are the surface bounce, the bottom bounce, and the bathymetry (surface-bottom) arrival. The later arrivals constitute targets detected by the beamforming-detection-tracking algorithm developed by the MIT GOATS group.*
IMPACT/APPLICATION

The long-term impact of this effort is the development of new sonar concepts for VSW MCM, which take optimum advantage of the mobility, autonomy and adaptiveness of the AOSN. For example, bi- and multi-static, low-frequency sonar configurations are being explored for buried mines in VSW, with the traditional high-resolution acoustic imaging being replaced by a 3-D acoustic field characterization as a combined detection and classification paradigm, exploring spatial and temporal characteristics which uniquely define the target and the reverberation environment.

TRANSITIONS

The GOATS AUV effort has been and is conducted in cooperation with the MIT Sea Grant AUV Laboratory and Bluefin Robotics, a spin-off from the MIT Laboratory. Bluefin is currently developing and building the Odyssey III Battlefield Preparation AUV for ONR, and similar MCM platforms for the Coastal Systems Station (CSS) and QinetiQ (UK), building in part on the experience and results from the GOATS effort.

The results of the multi-vehicle navigation, communication and cooperative behavior is being transitioned into the Autonomous Operations Future Naval Capabilities (AOFNC) project Demonstration of Undersea, Autonomous Operation Capabilities and related Technology Development. John Leonard is the MIT PI of this joint project with Bluefin Robotics and the Naval Undersea Warfare Center.

The OASES acoustic propagation framework continues to be maintained and expanded. It is continuously being exported or downloaded from the OASES web site (http://acoustics.mit.edu/arctic0/henrik/www/oases.html), and used extensively by the community as a reference model for ocean seismo acoustics in general.

RELATED PROJECTS

This effort is part of the US component of the GOATS'2000 Joint Research Project (JRP) with the SACLANT Undersea Research Centre. The MIT GOATS effort is funded jointly by ONR codes 321OA (Simmen), 321OE (Swean), 321TS (Johnson), and 322OM (Curtin).

The GOATS effort is strongly related to the ONR Autonomous Ocean Sampling Network (AOSN) initiative completed in FY00. Thus the GOATS’98 experimental effort was funded in part by the AOSN MURI, (PI: J. Bellingham). In terms of the fundamental seabed penetration physics there are strong relations to the High-Frequency Bottom Penetration DRI (PI: E. Thorsos). This effort also builds on acoustic modeling efforts initiated under the Sea-Ice Mechanics Initiative (SIMI), and continued under funding from ONR code 321OA (Simmen).

With its heavy focus on Synthetic Aperture Processing approaches and their extension to bi- and multistatic configurations in multipath SW VSW environments, there are strong relations to the ONR SASSAFRASS project (code 321TS and 321OA).
The OASES modeling framework being maintained and upgraded under this contract is being used intensively as part of the MIT AREA (Adaptive Rapid Environmental Assessment) component of the new ONR “Capturing Uncertainty” DRI (Grant # N0014-01-1-0817), aimed at mitigating the effect of sonar performance uncertainty associated with environmental uncertainty by adaptively deploying environmental assessment resources.
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